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ABSTRAC"T

The av_erage structure ofnosean has been refined in space
group P43l, to an R of 0.057. The cations in AlO4 and
SiO4 tetrahedra (present in a ratio l:l) are fully ordered'
but the framework orygen atoms are positionally disordered
over two independent Z(D sites. The interframework Na-
cations are located on three independent sets of 8(e) posi-
tiotrs that are close to each other on the body diagonals
of tle cubic structure (sites Cl, C2, alrd C3). The sulfur
atom of tie SOf- group is located on the 2(a) site at the
center and cornere of the cube, and its orygen atoms axe
on an 8(e) site, indicating that the SOI- group is in o.ne
orientation instead of two. The cagc contain [Nao.5g;z'
and [Nao.IIrQ]4+ clusters iu a 1:l ratio, and tlese clusters
are ordered because of net differences in charge and size
between them. This cluster ordering also gives rise to
antiphase domain boundaries (APBs\, The space group for
each domain is P23, a subgroup of P43z. An 'ideal' nos€n
structure, modeled in space P23, has ssv$al imFortant
properties, among which are its uses in the rationalization
of the crystal chemistry of nosean and predictions of
domains anld APBs.

Keywords: sodalite gtroup, nosean, crystal structure,
antiphase domain boundaric, cluster ordering, hauyne'
lazurite.

Soutrlernr

La structure moy_enne de la nosdane a 6t6 affinde dans
le groupe spatial P43n jusqu'i un rdsidu R de 0.057. Le
rapport l:1 des cations dans les agencements tdtraedriques
AlOa et SiOa implique un degr6 d'ordre parfait, mais les
atomes d'oxygbne de la trame possbdent un d6sordre de
position impliquant deux sites ind€pendants de multipli-
eiteA(|. Les atome de Na des interstices de latrame occu-
pent trois positions ind6pendantes (Cl, C2 et C3) de mul-
tiplicite 8(e), qui sont proche) les unes des autres le long
des diagonales de la structure cubique. L'atome de soufre
du groupe SOI occupe la position 2(a) au centre et aux
coins du cube, et les atomes d'orygbne qui lui sont asso-
ci6 occupent une position 8(e), ce qui monfe que le groupe
SOf; poss$e une seule orientation et non deux.J-es cages
contieiltent des gxoupements de [Na4.SOa]z- et de
[Naa.HzO]a* dans un rapport de l:1. L'agencement de ces
groupements est ordonn6 i cause des diff6rences dlectros-
tatiques et dimensionnelles. La mise en ordre de ces gtrou-
pements a comme cons€quence la formation de domaines
d6phas€s. Le groupe spatial de chaque domaine est P23'
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qui est un sous-groupe de P43n. Une structure rrid€ale"

de la nos6ane, suivant le modble du gxoupe spatial P23'
possbde plusieurs propri6t€s importantes, dont une ratio-

"alisation de la cristallochimie de la nos6ane' et une pr6-
diction de la formation de domaines et de parois etrtre
domaines d6phas€s.

(Traduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-clds: eroupe de la sodalite, nos6ane, $tructure cris-
talline, parois entre domaines ddphas6s, mise en ordre
des groupements atomiques, haufne, lazurite.

INTRODUCNON

Sodalite-group minerals include sodalite' nosean'
hauyne, "hackmanite" (a fluorescent variety of
sodalite), and lazurite (a sulfur-rich analog of
hauyne). These minerals occur almost exclusively in
alkali-rich, silica'deficient igneous rocks' Lazurite,
however, and oscasionally sodalite, occur in meta-
somatized limestone. Nosean and haqlre ocsur typi
cally in volcanic rocks, and sodalite and "hackman-
ite", in plutonic rock$. These ocsurrences suggest
that a relatively high temperature is required for the
incorporation of the relatively large SOf group into
the structure of sulfatic sodalite$ (nosean, hauyne,
and lazurite).

Taylor (1967) proposed the formula
Nas[Al6Si6Os]SOa.nH2O for pure noseaq and
(Nq-rKe-1Cae-2n0-JslAl6Si6Ozl(SOJr-z'zHzO for
the nosean-hauyne series, where [] denotes vacal-
cies in the cation sites. Cromplete solid-solution exists
between nosean and hauyne at 6@oC and l(F0 bars
P(I{2O) (Van Peteghem & Burley 1963);,however,
a transmission electron microscopy (IEM) study
indicates that such a solid solution may be limited
(Hassan & Buseck 1989b).

The sulfatis sodatites contain SOf; groups as the
dominant interframework anion, ald they exhibit
complex satellite reflestions as well as diffuse streak-
ing Gaylor 196?, Schulz 19?0, Hassan et al. 1985).
The'origins of these reflections are not known in
detail, but they do indicate that the strustures of sul-
fatic sodalites are incommensurately modulated. For
this reason, these minerals were studied by TEM
(Morimoto 1978, Tsuchiya & Tak6uchi 198,5, Has-
ian & Buseck 1987, 1989a,b). For hauyne, Saalfeld
(1961) sue;gested a supercell six times that of the sub-
cell, but Taylor (1967) showed that the superstruc-
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L66 THE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

ture reflections in sulfatic sodalites generally do not
give rise to an integral multiple cell; their superstruc-
tures are thus incommensurate. Schulz & Saalfeld
(1965) demonstrated that the intensiry of the streaked
reflections in nosean can be markedly weakened by
heat treatment. All the atomic positions in nosean
coutribute to the superstructure reflections, which
are caused by the interframework cations (Schulz
1970). Positional disorder and satellite reflections
occur in lazurite (Ilassan et al. 1985), and they are
sinilar to those in nosean. All the sulfatic sodalites
exhibit disorder of interframework ions. The frame-
work orygen atoms are positionaly disordered over
two sets of 24(i) sites in lazurite, but they occupy one
set of such sites in hauyne. Satellite reflections were
not detested in X-ray precession photographs of
hauyne (Hassan 1983), but electron diffrastion does
show diffuse, streaked satellite reflections (Hassan
& Buseck 1989b).

The aluminosilicate framework of the sodalite-
goup minslals has a 1:l ratio of AlOa and SiOa
tetrahedra that are fully ordered. This framework
structure is charasterized by rings consisting of
AlOa and SiOo tetrahedra; four-membered rings are
parallel to {lffi} planes, and six-membered rings are
parallel to {111} planes about the corners of the
cubic cell. The linkage of these fings gives rise to
cubo-octahedral cages that center on the corners and
the center of the cubic cell (see Fig. I of Hassan &
Grundy 1984). The cages can accommodate a vari-
ety of interframework cations and anions by cooper-

TABLB I. GE!!ICALAI{ALY$iI, CRYSTAL DATAfl AND DATA COLI.ECITON

NFONMAIONFORNOSEAN

Oddo WL % CoU @@tft MlscelleouB

ative rotation of the AlOa and SiOa tetrahedra
throngh the so-called tilt angles dnr md gs1; respec-
tively, from their position in a fully expanded struc-
ture (see Fig. 2 of Hassan & Grundy 1984). The diver-
sity of interframework ions is limited by spatial and
charge requirements of the framework.

The space group P43n was used to refine the struc-
tures of "hackmanite", basic (hydroxy) sodalite,
sodalite, hauyne, and lazurite @eterson 1983, Has-
san 1983, Hassan & Grundy 1983a, 1984, Hassan e/
al. 1985). However, the structure of nosean was
previously determined in space group Pil3z (Schulz
& Saalfeld 1965, Schulz 1970). Space group P43n
allows the AlOn and SiOa tetrahedra to be ordered,
and the interframework ions to be disordered; the
reverse is the case in space gr oup P43m. The former
situation does not violate the aluminum avoidance
principle (Loewenstein 1954); the space group P43r
is assumed and used in the present structural refine-
ment (a preliminary report has been presented by
Hassan & Grundy 1983b). The purpose of this study,
besides the determination of the structure in space
group P43n, is to provide a structure that forms a
basis for understanding the complex satellite reflec-
tions.

E)GERn/IENTAL

The nosean used in this study is from Laacher See,
Germany (Royal Ontario Museum no. M5279). A
different specimen from this locality was chemically
analyzed (Table 1), and we assumed that this com-
position is representative of our material.

Precession photographs show sharp substucture
reflections and satellite reflections that occur along
the < 110>* and < l12>* directions @igs. la, b).
The type-s satellite reflections indicate^a supercell of
6.5 x duo(= 6.5 x 6.423 : 41.75 A), so that the
nosean superstructure is incommensurate. Space
group P43n, which allows reflegtions of the form hhl,
I = 2n, was assumed and used in the structural
refinement. However, weak reflections of the form
hhl, I : 2n+ L, which violate the space group Pi[3n,
axe prsent, especially in electrondiffraction patterns
(e.g., {100} reflections; see Hassan et al. 1985,Has-
san & Buseck 1987, 1989a,b). Type-a satellite reflec-
tions occur along <100>{' directions @ig. 1c).
Moreover, tle nosean structure has a strong body-
centered pseudosymmetry; the main reflections thus
can be classified into two groups: one group of strong
reflections satisfies the body-centered missing rule
(hkl, h + k + | = 2n, denotedtypep) andtheother
group of weaker reflections does not satisfy the rule
(hkl, h + k + I : 2n + l, called tpe p').

The cell parameter was determined by the least-
squares method using monochromatis MoKa radi-
ation, and 15 reflections having L0"<20<35o,
automatically centered on a four-circle single-crystal
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Frc l. Precession photographs for nosean. The unlabeled
arrows point to <ll0>8 directions. (a) [110] zone
showing satellite reflections along <ll0>* (type s)

X-ray diffractometer. The cell parameter and other
information pertinent to X-ray data collection and
refinement are presented in Table 1. All reflection
intensities were measured in an octant on a Syntex
P21 diffraotometer operating rnthe 0-20 scan mode,
with a 2e scan range of (1(a1 - 0.85") to (Ka2 *
0.85") and variable scan rates of 3o to 29.3o min-r,
depending on the intensiry of a preliminary scan. The
intensities ofthe two standard reflectionsn 330 and
4Q4, which were monitored after every 50 reflections,
did not change. The data were corrected for Lorentz'
polarization, background effects' and spherical
absorption Clable 1). Equivalent reflections were
then averaged to produce a unique data-set. All crys-
tallographic calculations were made using the
)GAY76 Crystalloeraphic Programs (Stewart 19O.

Srnuc"runn REIIINEIVIENT

Atomic s'cattering factors for neutral atoms were
taken from Cromer & Mann (1968). For the frame-
work atoms (Al, Si, and O), initial isotropic
temperature-factors were those of sodalite, and ini-
tial positional parameters were calculated using a
geometrical model for sodalite (Ilassan & Grundy
1984).

A full-matrix least-squares method was used to
refine the atomic coodinates and isotropic
temperature-factors of the framework atoms using
unit weights and a variable overall scale-factor. The
Al and Si atoms had unusually large temperature-
factors, but they were of similar magnitude. The ory-
gen atom on a24(i) position did not refine, and a
difference Fourier map showed that its electron den-
sity was elongate; this site, ttrerefore, was divided
between two 24(0 positions, with equal occupancy
factors. Both of these sites, Ol and 02, wererefined,
and their temperature factors were found to be iden-
tical Clable 2).

The interframework atom positions were examined
through electron-density sections and least-squares
refinements. The positional coordinate of a single
interframework cation 8(e) position, similar to that
in sodalite, did not refine, and its isotropic
temperature-factor was found to be unusually large.
The interframework cations were finally allocated
to three 8(e) positions that are close to each other.
The coordinates of these cation sites wilhin a sags
(Cl, A, and C3) and their occupancy factors are
grven in Table 2.

and < ll2>r (type q) directions; type-rreflections occur
midway between main spots, along < I 10 > E directions;
O) tl I ll zone showing type-s satellite reflections along
< 110>* directions; and (c) I@ll zone showing strong
type-p reflections, weaker reflections of the class 0./cr,
k + I = 2n + | (= tyFep', e.g., {2lol), and type-a
satellitereflectionsalory <100>* directions. p = 20oi
MoKcr radiation, and Zr filter.
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31.
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46(7)
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u(l6)
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13r(17)

0
rt2
0.r/16G)
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0
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a 6(d)
Sl 6(e)
01 24(t)
@ 24{t)
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C3 E(e)
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s 2(a)
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TABIS 2 ATOMIC FOSIT(NaL PAf,AMB:TR$ OCCUPANCYFACI\Of,8. AND EOTAOPrc

THERMAL PAXAMBTERS (A2t IO', STIg'Jl.'i N PARS\'TTESES
peak$ on arelated 8(e) position (x = 0.54; Fig. 2c).
In Figures 2b and 2c,the smaller peaks are residual
electron density from the 03 and 04 positions below
tle plane of the map, because a final difference Fou-
rier map was found to be featureless. One 03 posi
tion can be occupied per cage, so in a unit cell, one
cage contains an H2O molecule and the other cage
contains an SOA- group. T.hus the ideal formula for
nosean is NqtAleSieO24lSO4.H2O.

The calculated and observed structure-factors for
the reflections lLO and?.?I show large disagreement.
(A copy of the table of structure factors is available
at nominal charge from the Depository of Unpub-
lished Data, CISTI, National Research Council of
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2). Themeasured
intensity for these reflec'tions seemed reasonable, but
they could be affected by extinction. These reflec-
tions were temporarily removed, and the refinement
continued.

The isotropic temperature-factors for Al and Si
atoms were converted to the anisotropic form, and
subsequently the allowable positional and tempera-
ture coordinates of all the sites were refined simul-
taneously. The refinement converged to an R factor
of 0.057 and an R* of 0.M9. Using this refined set
of structural paxameters and including the reflections
ll0 and ?20, an R factor of 0.068 and an R* of
0.062 were obtained. The final strustual parameters
are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

DIscussloN

Average structure of nosean

The present work shows that the sulfur atom is

l.o
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A difference Fourier map, calculated $'ith the S
atom removed from the structure, shows that this
atom is indeed on the 2(a) site @ig. 2a), in contrast
to what is found in hauyne, where it is displaced to
an 8(e) site. The 04 orygen atoms of the SOf;
group refined to an 8(e) position (x, x, x), where x
= 0.4352, and its isotropic temperature-f,actor was
found to be larger than that of the S atom. An 04
position at x : 0.4A would^give a reasonable S-O
bond distance of about 1.5 A; the site therefore was
divided between two 8(e) positions, 03 and 04. The
occupancy factor of the 04 site was constrained to
equal that of the S site, and that for 03 was set at
0.12, on the assumption tlat 03 represents one oxy-
gen atom of the H2O molecule per cell; the chemi-
cal analysis of Taylor (1967) showed about 0.5 H2O
per cell. A Fourier map calculated with the 04 oxy-
gen atom removed from the structural model showed
the corresponding electron-density peak at x = 0.40,
and a smaller electron-density peak on a related 8(e)
site (x : 0.60, Fig. 2b). These peaks pccur at the
corners of a cube with edges of 1.82 A. A similar
Fourier map, calculated with 03 (x = 0.4O removed
from the model, also indicates small electron-density

I:Y: o&

Frc 2. Difference Fourier mapst (a) (00f) sestion, calculated with the S atom removed from the model, indicating that
the S atom is on the 2(a) position (z = 0.50; R = 0.080; O) (@l) section through an 8(e) site (z = 0.'0; A :
0.070) showing the location of the 04 atom of the SOI group; (c) (@1) section calculated with the 03 site removed
from the structural model k = 0.46i R = 0.063). In (b) and (c), the two larger peaks, with coordinates (x, x, r),
wherex = 0.40 and 0.46, correspond to orygen atonrs of the SOf, group and the H2O molecule, respectively, whereas
the two smaller peaks at x = 0.60 and x : 0.54 indicate small amounts^of electron density^that are residuals of
the 04 and O3'sites below the plane of the map. Contour interval is I e/As in (a) and 0.2 e/N in (b) and (c). The
(x, y) coordinates are the same in all the plots.
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on a2(a) position, as was found in a lazurite, but
not in hauyne, where it is on a 8(e) site. The orygen
atoms of the SOf, group occupy only one set of 8(e)
positions, as lazurite and hauyne. Schulz (1970)
reported for nosean an SOf; group, which occupies
two orientations that are rotated 90" with respect to
one another, as was found in a lazurite specimen (see
Hassan et al. 1985).

The occupancy factor for the S site indicates that
[Na+.SOa]2* clusters make up 5090 of the structure,
and the remaining 5090 of the cages presumably con-
tain [Na4.H2O]4" clusters. These results give an
ideal formula of Nag[Al6Si6O24]SO4.HzO for
nosean, which does not disagree significantly from
the chemical formula (Table 1) or with the present
structural refinement. The [Naa.SO af2* and
[Naa.HzO]a clusters are present in a l:l ratio, and
tleir net charge and size differences could lead to
cluster ordering, as confirmed by HRTEM imaging
(Hassan & Buseck 1987, 1989a).

The Na atoms can be assigned to the nearby Cl,
C2, Ci positions by considering their coordinations.
The Cl and C2 sites are close to either the S or 04
oxygen atom of the SOf group (Iable 3b), so that
occupancy of either C:l or C2 site excludes the SO?
group from that cage. The C3 site forms areasona-
ble bond-distance to the 04 orygen atom, and it is
quite remote from the S atom Clable 3b). Therefore,
the 04 oxygen atoms of an SOf, group are coordi-
nated to Na atoms on the C3 sites th4t are in adja-
cent cages. The SOI- group occupies 50Vo of the
cages, so that the occupancy factor of the C3 site
should be 0.50, as confirmed by the refinement. The
5090 occupanry of the C3 sites forces the SOf-
gxoup to be in one orientation.

The occupancy factors indicate that the C2 site is
occupied more frequently than the Cl site (Iable 2),
because the C2 site is within bonding distance of
three 03 positions, whereas the Cl site is within
bonding distance of only one such position (Iable
3b). Therefore, the occupancy factors oftle Cl and
C2 sites should be 0.125 and 0.375, respectively.
Althougb the refinement confirms the value for the
Cl site-occupancy factor, tle value for the A sfte
is slightlyhigher (Table2). The Cl, C2and 03 sites
are within a cage. If this cage is at the center of the
unit cell, then the Na atoms on the C3 sites are also
within this cage, but they are bonded to the SOf;
groups in cages centered on the corners of the unit
cell.

The temperature factors for Al and Si (i.e., 7)
atoms are identical and similar to those in lazurite,
but they are approximately three times larger than
those found in sodalite and hauyne, thus suggesting
possible positional disorder for these atoms. The
framework oxygen atoms occupy two sets of ?A(i)
positions with equal frequency, and thefu thermal
paxameters are of similar magnitude (Table 2). The
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Fcation bond lengths and valence sums to the frame-
work orygen atoms are indicative of complete order-
ing of the Al and Si atoms Clable 3a).

The atomic coordinates of the Ol and 02 orygen
atoms and equation (7) of the geometrical sodalite
model of Hassan & Grundy (1984) can be used to
estimate cell edges and tle sizes of the two possible
cages in noseaq The Ol coordinates give a cell edge
of about 8.94 A, and that for O2js about 9.20 A;
the resulting mean cell edge, 9^07 A, is close to that
found experimentally, 9.084 A. Therefore, the 02
oxygen atoms may be assosiated with the cage con-
laining the larger [Nan $6rJz+ clusters, and the Ol
oxygen atoms may be associated with the cage con-
taining the smaller [Nao.HrO1+* clusters.

The sodalite framework is in a partly collapsed
state as a result of cooperative rotation (angles dOt
and gO, in Table 3a) of the TOa tetrahedra from a
fully expanded state (see Fig. 2 of Hassan & Grundy
1984). From the fully expanded state, the TO. tetra-
hedra can be rotated in either a positive or negative
sense. In nosean, the Ol oxygen atom of the TOo
tetrahedra is associated with a negative rotation that
has a magnitude about twice that of the correspond-
ng 02 tetrahedra, which are rotated in a positive
sense (Table 3a). Nosean structures consisting of Ol
and 02 oxygen atoms are shown in Figures 3a and
3b, respectively. The four-membered rings in Figure
3a are contracted with respect to those based on the
framework 02 positions (Fie. 3b). Similar conlrac-
tions are present in Ul0l and [111] projections. In
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a, 12Q'
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particular, six-membered rings that are parallel to
the { 1 I I } planes are pointing in opposite directions
(c/ Figs. 3a wirh 3b).

Model structure for 
'ideai' nosean

A model structure for 'ideal' nosean, based on
the space group P23 and the formula
Na8tAl6Si6OralSOa.Hr9, was extracted from the
average structure that was determined in space goup
P43n. 'Ihrs model structure was further developed
using theDZSmodeling program of Villiger & Meier
(1969), and representative bond-lengths taken from
the sodalite structure (Hassan & Grundy 1984). The
model structure was aanipulated in order ro
minimize the deviation from electrostatic neutrality,
as calculated from the bond-valence equations of
Brown & Shannon (1973). During this process, the
geometry of the SiOa and AlOa tetrahedra of the
experimental sodalite strucfure was maintained as

TABLE 4. FOSIIIONAL PARAUBTT$I FON IDEALT I{OSBAN BASBD (n! SPACts (ROIJP

Pzt AND FOxrtrrIA N!8tAl6Si6O2alSOa. 0.0 - 1.0 s20.

AloE Sitg Oocupect r y z

1.0 Al tt4
t.0 sl 114
lo o 0.1471
1'0 0 0.31L

Opd@d dB fd q$sdtEd@ of Cr @4o tr
Cl 4(o) 0 - r.0 Kl 0.3(D0

0-025 Cat

closely as possible, ttrereby forcing only the rotation
of these tetrahedra. The derived positional
parameters are given in Table 4, and representative
bond-lengths, and tleir bond valence and cell edge
are given in Table 5. This P23 model structure for
nosean is shown in Figure 3c, for comparison with
the average strusture (Figs. 3a, b).

The 'ideal' nosean structure has a completely
ordered aluminosilicate framework, two symmetry-
independent cages, and two interframework cation
positions, similar to the C2 and C3 positions of the
average structure (note that these cation positions
are four-fold equivalent in space group P23). The
model structure can be modified further by includ-
ing a third cation position, simil4r to the Cl posi-
tion of the average structure, which facilitates the
incorporation of tle higber-charged Ca2* ions and
the larger K* ions into the structure. In the case of
Ca2+ ions, an equivalent amount of HrO must be
replaced by OH- for charge balance, whereas in the
case of K* ions, the Cl position is displaced toward
the center of the [HzO]-bearing cage to give more
realistic K-O distances

[ssuming an ideal ratio of [SOa]- to tHrol-
bearing cages of 1.0, then predictions can be made
concerning tle limits of solid solutions among
Ca2+, OH- and K+ ions in the structure. In a struc-
ture without vacant cation sites, the formula con-
taining the maximum Ca is NarCa[Al6Si5O2a]
SOa.Ql{, as there is room for one OH- in a cage in
the place of water. The corresponding formula for
maximum K content is Na4K4[AI6Si6O2]SOa.H2Q,
as only the [H2O]-bearing cage has room for K+
ions.

Using the nosean model structure, the chemical
composition shown by the chemical analysis (Table
1) can be rationalized by first allocating the Ca2*
and K* ions to the Cl site. Enough Na* ions are
then placed in the C3 site to satisfy the amount
of SOf present, and the remaining Na* ions are
assigned to the A sfte. As the two positions are close
to each other, the sum of Cl and C2 must be less
than or equal to 1.0. The derived nosean formula
(Table O is consistent with the electron density
observed from the structure refinement.

The nosean model structure las important proper-
ties. Firstly, it shows a possible structure for the
nosean chemical somFosition in space group P23
and, secondly, it is a subset of the experimentally
determined structure in space group Pi[3n. Further-
more, if the model structure is translated by the n-
glrde of space €xoup P43n arrd the structural units
are superimposed, the topology of the experimen-
tally determined structue is produced (see Fig. 3).
This result imf'lies that the crystal used for tle struc-
ture determination consists of domains of P231we
nosean separated by antiphase domain boundaries
(APBs). Such a crystal could form at a high tem-

o Lt2
u 2 0
0.4467 0.1366
0.3479 0.9638

0,1683 0.16E3
0.1354 0.7354
0.4?00 0.4?@

0 0
o.w2t o.w23

0.3020 0.3020

.A|r@ Cl, C?- dd C3 hrye the @e
tC2 eupooy !9d!ed bt thg @9 @o@!

TABLE 5. CATION.SITE BOND DISTANCFS AND

VALEN@ BOND SIREI{gIill (v.u) FOR IDEAL'
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Na in C2
crol

-o2
44

Na in C3
c301-oz

-o4

Ca in Cl
ctol

s2
-o3

3 x 2.526
3 x 2.880
3 x 2.554

3 r 3.029
3 x 2.281
I x 2.599

3 x 2.417
3 x 3.085
I x 2.620

0.425
0.163
o.394
0.q84 v.u

0.r09
0.8u
0.1 16
.L05O v.u.

0.889
o.t46
t-o@t
0.894 v.u.

fOH- assumed, so bond length is
probably different from that shonrn.



TIIE STRUCTURE OF NOSEAN

Frc 3. Stereoscopic c-axis projection of the upper half of the structure of nosean.
(a) Framework tetrahedra based on the Ol experimental orygen-atom positions,
and (b) framework tetrahedm based on the 02 experimental orygen-atom posi-
tions. In (a) and (b), the 01 and 02 tetrahedra can be described as rotations, in
opposite directions, from a more symmetrical uncollapsed structure to these partly
collapsed strucarres. (c) Framework tetrahedra based on the 'ideal' nosean model
structure in space group P23.

t7 l

perature if the clusters of [Nao.SOafz* and
[Naa.H2O]a+ were randomly distributed over the
cages and conformed with space group P43n. On
cooling, an ordering process could be initiated and
driven by the differing spatial requirements of the
clusters, and by the need to satisfy local charge-
balance. Domains of ordered P23 nosean could easily
nucleate in different parts of the crystal because the

M5'9 BASBD ON TITB DEATZBD NOSEAN STRUCTTJRE AND CHB}4ICAL
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aluminosilicate framework remains intact, and only
a trivial rotation of the individual tetrahedra of the
framework is needed for the ordering to proceed.
Where the different parts of the crystal meet each
other, and if the ordered regions are not in phase,
then .4PBs would form and give rise to distinct
domains. All such domains in the crystal are sam-
pled by the X-raydiffraction method; the structure
determined from these data is an average structure.
Moreover, chemical variations from the 'ideal' com-
position would result in a variety of clusters, so that
the situation can be complicated further.

Positional ordering of the framework oxygen
atoms on their two symmetry-independent positions
can modulate the periodicities and give rise to incom-
mensurate superstructures, and thus, the observed
satellite-reflections on single-oystal X-ray-diffraction
patterns (Fre. 1). A more detailed explanation of the
origin of tle satellite reflections and.APBs is the sub-
ject of a HRTEM study by Hassan & Buseck (1987,
1989a,b).
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